2012 ford fusion stereo

If you shop at Amazon. Privacy Terms. We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to
earn fees by linking to Amazon. Ford Fusion Forums Skip to content. Quick links. Why has Ford
not issued a recall on this radio? Made in Mexico. My tech tells me the issue is so bad that there
is now an outside contractor who rebuilds the radios. Well you can add me to the list. Every
once in a while the radio turns off on its own and you get that horrible humming sound out of
one of the speakers. Therefore, every Christmas holiday when my wife and I leave for about 5
days we have been coming back to a dead battery. The Ford dealership we got the car from
never properly fixed the problem my guess is they took the cheap route while it was still in
warranty, not the correct fix. We returned the car 3 times total over 2 years. Now my current tech
tells me that the radio needs to be sent out for rebuilding to ultimately fix the problem and of
course it is now out of warranty. Sign me up for my next Fusion please! Now I have been a life
long Ford owner having had numerous Ford trucks and cars. This puts a sour taste in the
mouth for a Ford owner like myself. All because of a radio of all things! Make it right Ford, put a
recall out on this radio. My tech tells me the issue is so bad that there is now an outside
contractor who rebuilds the radios Why even post a response? Just need some answers, and
you have NONE! If you can't be a part of the solution then get out of the way! Waste of time.
Several posts in this forum have the same complaint about this radio problem. It seems to be a
well known issue. Ford makes some great vehicles. As I had stated I am a lifelong Ford owner
and would love to keep it that way. Ford Fusion. Calling him a troll from the get-go is downright
rude, and probably why he didn't come back. The stereo worked great. Few days later I see the
car again. It's volume is stuck saying, "max volume", and the stereo produces no sound. The
volume button on the steering wheel does not work either. All nav buttons etc work, except any
adjustment buttons for the volume. So what is the reason for this issue? I reed about this
common issue in many other forums too. Yet no answer to why, or how to fix this? Does
anybody know the fix? Just saying. I digress. My radio not touch will not turn on, it lights up
and displays the date and time but when I hit the power button it acts like it will start showing
the blue boxes, then just goes back to date and time. Started after I had to jump the car. Any
ideas. Guru9XPH2 answered 3 years ago. Paul answered 3 years ago. I have that same problem
but the screen does not work. I go to the fuse panel and take out the fuse for the radio, but the
fuse is good to go. Out of curiosity, i turn the vehicle on and the then the radio works. This
happen to me about ten times with fusions and Edges. Don't know why it does that. Birdshit71
answered 3 years ago. Dealing with the same issue as of tonight. The past two three weeks it
seems like regular played stations aren't coming in clear too. Now the radio try to turn on and
just returns back to the time and date screen. GuruZ3FKY answered 3 years ago. I had the same
problem with my Fusion radio. Dead battery, charged it, car starts but radio not working. Not
fuses. What I found was to turn ignition to accessory only, do not start car. Your radio should
work now. I don't know why but it worked for me. Now about two weeks later the radio did this
again without battery dying. So when I got home I left the car and radio turned off for 15 or 20
minutes and turned to accessory and the radio works again. If anyone has an explanation for
this I would be interested in reading it. Robert answered 3 years ago. I tried pulling the radio
fuse 39 fusion and still nothing. A day later I was gonna retry it and a couple other things and
ended up dropping the radio fuse and couldn't find it. A few days later I was gonna try removing
battery terminal and touch the pos and neg cable together to make sure all power was out. I also
unplugged all wiring harnesses to the inside fuse box. I hooked everything back up started the
car and nothing Still. I'm not sure if it was a combination of these task or just letting the fuse
stay out for a few days or maybe just putting it in while running but somehow it corrected the
issue. I hope this works for you guys. Guru5F answered 3 years ago. I had the same problem
with my Ford Fusion. None of the buttons worked. The display showed the time and
temperature and nothing else. I tried turning off the ignition and restarting it and I tried
accessory only. The radio still wouldn't work. I left the car alone for about three hours and then
when I started it up again the radio worked! This is the second day after the first event and the
radio is still working, but I'll bet the problem will recur. I hope someone comes up with a
permanent fix. Turbocroix answered 2 years ago. Same problem with Fusion. Disconnected
battery for 10 minutes, reconnected it and it's now fine. Hope it stays that way. IFrench
answered 2 years ago. GuruTYRT8 answered 2 years ago. GuruVJ8L1 answered 2 years ago.
Alexander answered 2 years ago. My did this. This fixed it for now. Joel answered 2 years ago.
Where IS the fuse for the stereo? And does the cd player have a separate fuse? I have a cd in
the player that will not play been in there for over a year, Dad listens to it when he uses the car
to go to his appointments , and when I hit eject, there are no mechanical sounds clicking,
whirring that indicate the cd drive is even trying to eject. A message comes up, and it's always
either "Ejecting cd" or "remove cd". It's like the cd player itself has a blown fuse, while the rest

of the stereo is fine. Melissa answered 2 years ago. I have had this issue three times now with
my company car. I believe it is a or I just switched it to aux, and then pressed the power button
and right arrow below display at the same time. It only took a couple of seconds and the display
looked like it was reprogramming. It started working right away. Lauren answered about a year
ago. Where is the power button on the Ford Fusion? GuruSD9DN answered about a year ago.
GuruHZZG9 answered about a year ago. My Fusion hybrid audio stopped working. Attempts to
turn off and back on resulted in connecting but always ended with off condition. Suspected fuse
but after checking radio connected fuses, no luck. Fuse was ok, but after plugging it back in,
audio started working. Fuse panel is under dash. Check your battery charge. When the 12V
battery is Low, the radio doesn't work maybe to conserve its charge. Good Luck TF. Bradley
answered 11 months ago. Soo this might sound completely crazy but the same thing is
happening to me, the solution is to move the driver seat around Guero answered 8 months ago.
I had the same problem tried everything everyone was saying to do with fuses and
disconnected the battery and it turned out to be none of those issues Lyndie answered 7
months ago. I have had similar issues with my radio. My car battery died a few months back, got
a new one, my radio and SYNC and everything was working fine. A few weeks later my radio
stopped working, buttons not working, stuck on AM or something for radio and my car would
connect to my phone but no sound what so ever. I think I am going to just install an aftermarket
radio because that is just outrageous to me. Guero answered 7 months ago. I took out the stock
radio put in an after market radio touch screen just a heads up if your trying to swap radios and
still beaable to use the buttons on steering wheel then you will need to buy the harness and
note that you have to run your own accessorie wire Guru3QJVY answered 7 months ago. Ford
dealer is expensive I am having the same issues as lyndie Where can I buy the parts I can have
a mechanic install it for me. Leahlou answered 7 months ago. Hey all! Just the basics And boom
I have a working stereo again. It was super easy to replace, I bought the part on eBay.
Replacement parts range from dollars. Good luck. My radio not touch will not turn on, it lights
up and displays the date and time but when I hit the power button it acts like it will start
showing the blue boxes, then just goes back to dat Volume is up. Also a few of the tabs on the
touch screen do not work. Tried battery disconnect and a few other things I read. Any ideas? My
radio will not play when the car is running. It will, however, play before the car is turned on, and
after the car is turned off. When the car is running all that is displayed is the time. Sync f After
we had a dead batter in our Ford Fusion there is no sound from radio or phone when connected.
How to fix? Sometimes when I try to start my car, it doesn't light up that the car is in park on the
dash. Since the car isn't registering in park, it won't turn on. Sometimes if I wait minutes and try
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Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Amazon's Choice for ford fusion dash kit. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 5 left in

stock - order soon. In stock on March 3, Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2.
Only 2 left in stock more on the way. Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Fri,
Feb FREE Shipping. Only 5 left in stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 10 left
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